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A B S T R A C T   

Blockchain can ensure data security and reliability during the stage of building operation and 
maintenance (BOM), provide reliable data for decision-making. However, existing schemes based 
on single-chain architecture have the problems of storage limitation and scalability, and ignore 
the impact of event’s priority and real-time on blockchain transaction. Therefore, for BOM, this 
paper provides a BOM framework based on sharding blockchain (SBC-BOMF), which constructs 
two-layer architecture based on master-chain and multiple shards, relieves the storage pressure of 
blockchain nodes and improves the concurrency capability. Priority-based transaction handling 
strategy is designed to achieve reasonable and rapid response for multi-level transactions. Finally, 
an actual BOM project is taken as example to illustrate the effectiveness of proposed scheme; 
experiments are conducted for performance testing and evaluation. Results show that proposed 
scheme can effectively solve the scalability problem caused by the application of blockchain in 
BOM, reduce storage overhead, and realize efficient handling for blockchain transactions.   

1. Introduction 

The lifecycle of building can generally be divided into four stages: planning and design, construction, operation and maintenance 
(O&M), and demolition. Among the above stages, O&M is the longest stage in the whole lifecycle of building, accounting for the vast 
majority of the total cost [1]. Efficient management work in the stage of building operation and maintenance (BOM) is necessary, as 
management methods and work efficiency play a crucial role in saving costs [2,3]. 

The emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology and its rapid development in the field of construction has promoted the 
transformation of O&M mode from manual to automated and intelligent, effectively improving the efficiency and quality of BOM, and 
reducing O&M costs [4–6]. Literature [4] developed an IoT-based BOM system, using IoT technology to realize the interconnection and 
efficient collaboration between sensors in the building, and improve the efficiency of O&M. Literatures [5,6] used data generated in 
BOM to build an energy model to predict and reduce energy consumption. However, since the IoT-based BOM system is often con-
structed in the centralized architecture (i.e., store O&M-related data through a central server), it faces the single point of failure [7]. In 
addition, trust and security issues make the authenticity of O&M data unable to be guaranteed [8]. The false data may lead O&M 
personnel to make incorrect decisions, adversely affecting the efficiency of O&M and the effectiveness of decisions [9]. 
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Blockchain [10] is a distributed ledger technology which can solve the single-point failure, trust and security problems in BOM. 
Some works stored BOM data in the blockchain to avoid third-party trust problems in the process of using data and prevent data from 
being tampered with [11,12]. Literatures [13,14] designed BOM system based on blockchain to avoid single-point failure, and used 
smart contracts to monitor the running status of IoT devices. The above studies effectively solve the problems of trust and single-point 
failure in the stage of BOM [15]. However, due to the scalability bottleneck and full-copy storage of blockchain [16], these schemes 
will encounter challenges in concurrency and storage capacity [17] when applied to BOM system. Moreover, different O&M events 
have different priorities and real-time requirement, which also brings new challenges to the strategy design of blockchain transactions, 
but the existing schemes have not taken this into account. 

As the mainstream method of blockchain expansion, sharding technology can offload the workload of handling transactions and 
storing data to different shards [18,19], thereby reducing the storage pressure of nodes and improving the throughput of blockchain 
system. However, it is rare to apply sharding technology to BOM scenario. 

For BOM, this paper designs a BOM scheme based on sharding blockchain, which includes: 

⋅ Proposing a BOM framework based on sharding blockchain (SBC-BOMF), and further constructing the two-layer blockchain ar-
chitecture of "master-chain & multiple shards” in proposed SBC-BOMF. O&M data are stored in different shards to reduce the 
storage overhead of nodes; each shard processes O&M-related intra-shard transactions in parallel, while cross-shard transactions 
are recorded and forwarded by master-chain. Since transactions in different shards can be processed in parallel, the throughput 
performance of system will improve with the expansion of blockchain network, thereby solving the scalability bottleneck of 
blockchain.  

⋅ Designing priority-based handling strategy, which can dynamically adjust the handling order of transactions based on priority and 
urgency, to achieve reasonable and rapid response for multi-level transactions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related literatures are reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, design goals of proposed 
scheme are described. Section 4 is to describe the scheme in detail. Section 5 is to illustrate the effectiveness of proposed scheme by an 
actual project, and evaluate the performance of the scheme. Conclusions and future works are drawn in Section 6. 

Fig. 1. BOM model based on IoT.  
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2. Related works 

2.1. Intelligent building operation and maintenance 

Efficient BOM is of great significance to reduce costs [1]. El-Ammari et al. [20] studied a facilities management (FM) model based 
on IFC standard, which improved the efficiency of FM by applying the data generated in the stages of design and construction to FM. 
Zhang et al. [21] proposed a building management optimization system to maximize the service life of building and improve O&M 
efficiency. These early works mainly adopt the inefficient manual management mode, which are difficult to effectively reduce the cost 
in BOM. 

The application of IoT technology in the field of construction has promoted the transformation of O&M mode from manual to 
automated and intelligent [22]. Traditional IoT-based BOM model can be expressed as a five-layer architecture as shown in Fig. 1, 
including physical facility layer (PFL), transport layer (TL), data storage layer (DSL), basic service layer (BSL) and application layer 
(AL). (1) PFL is composed of IoT devices that constitute various intelligent subsystems (fire alarm, video surveillance, access control, 
etc.), and it is the main data source of BOM system. (2) TL provides a series of communication protocols for edge gateways to gather 
real-time data from IoT devices. (3) DSL utilizes relational databases and non-relational databases to store IoT data generated by PFL, 
O&M-related data after secondary processing by BSL, and application data generated by AL. (4) BSL builds knowledge models by 
processing the data from DSL layer. (5) AL binds the data (in DSL) with the basic services (in BSL), and provides the smart services 
(visualization, energy consumption analysis, fault diagnosis of devices, etc.). Based on the monitoring data generated by IoT devices, 
Bottaccioli et al. [5] designed a building energy model to simulate, predict, and reduce unnecessary energy consumption. Tragos et al. 
[23] built an IoT-based BOM system to reduce O&M risks and costs for enterprises. 

Through the organic combination of IoT and building information modeling (BIM), the whole process of visual BOM management 
from data perception, acquisition, integration, analysis to decision-making can be realized, so as to improve O&M efficiency and 
reduce O&M costs [24–26]. Oti et al. [24] integrated BIM into BOM system to reduce management difficulty of building facilities and 
improve FM efficiency. Chen et al. [25] applied BIM and IoT technology to the inspection and maintenance of fire safety equipment to 
improve O&M efficiency and indirectly reduce fire losses. Based on BIM and IoT real-time data, Wang et al. [26] designed a dynamic 
fire escape path planning method to provide evacuation path planning in fire scenarios and meet firefighting needs of complex 
buildings. 

Applying IoT technology to BOM can effectively improve O&M efficiency and reduce O&M costs. However, in traditional IoT-based 
BOM platform, DSL and BSL that serve the AL usually rely on the centralized cloud server, which may cause single-point failure and 
data security issues. In addition, the problems of third-party trust and reliability exist in BOM, which bring great challenge to the 
effectiveness of O&M decisions [8]. 

2.2. Blockchain in building operation and maintenance 

Blockchain is a trustless and decentralized distributed ledger technology jointly maintained by multiple nodes [27]. Once the data 
is verified by nodes and uploaded to blockchain, it will be permanently stored and cannot be tampered with. Blockchain achieves 
partition tolerance for traditional applications through decentralized storage, enables data to be temper-proof and traceable based on 
cryptography and chain structure, thereby enhancing data security from the perspective of confidentiality, integrity and availability. 
The emergence of blockchain technology provides new means for solving the problems of data security and third-party trust faced by 
existing fields [28]. Once the concept of blockchain is proposed, it has attracted the attention of experts and researchers from all walks 
of life, and has been applied to finance [29], Industry 4.0 [30], electronic medical records [31] and other fields. 

Similarly, in construction, especially in the stage of BOM, blockchain is used to replace the traditional database within DSL to 
ensure system security and data reliability. Xu et al. [12] stored devices data generated from BOM system in the blockchain, avoided 
third-party trust problems in the process of using data, and ensured data safety and reliability. Van et al. [13] designed a 
blockchain-based decentralized architecture which used smart contracts to achieve building energy management and ensure data 
reliability. Agarwal et al. [14] proposed a blockchain-based BOM framework for safety management and FM. to achieve efficient O&M. 
Siountri et al. [32] proposed a BOM system integrating BIM, IoT and blockchain. The framework (1) realized the storage and sharing of 
O&M data through cloud-edge collaboration; (2) used blockchain to ensure data security and prevent data from being tampered with. 

With the popularity of IoT applications, the number of IoT devices deployed in building continues to increase, resulting in an 
increasing amount of IoT data [33]. Application of the BOM scheme based on single-chain architecture will bring great storage 
challenges [17]. In addition, the increase in the number of IoT devices will generate more blockchain transactions related to data 
storage and O&M, which puts forward higher requirement for the throughput performance of blockchain. 

2.3. Sharding blockchain 

Sharding blockchain [34] divides the entire nodes into several relatively independent shards. Each shard only handles transaction 
and store data related to themselves, and can be combined with other shards to form a complete global ledger. Since nodes in different 
shards can handle disjoint transactions in parallel, the overall throughput of blockchain network can increase approximately linearly 
with the expansion of network scale. Fragmented storage of global ledger can also effectively relieve the storage pressure of blockchain 
nodes [35]. 

As one of the mainstream methods for on-chain scaling [36], sharding technology has attracted extensive attention of scholars. 
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Considering that the throughput of mainstream blockchain systems (e.g., Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric) cannot meet the needs of 
large-scale data storage in multi-domain IoT systems, Tong et al. [18] divided blockchain nodes into different shards according to the 
relationship between nodes and domains. Each shard handled transactions related to its domain in parallel, thereby improving overall 
throughput of blockchain system. Wang et al. [19] proposed a distributed secure storage scheme based on sharding blockchain, which 
randomly and evenly divides the nodes into shards. On this basis, they designed secret sharing scheme without trusted third party, 
effectively reducing the overhead of storage and communication. 

The above researches provide the technical idea for solving scalability and storage limitations in traditional blockchain-based BOM 
applications. 

3. Problem formulation 

In order to determine the goals of blockchain-based BOM scheme and carry out the design, this section analyzes the special re-
quirements of BOM scenario for deploying blockchain. 

The deployment of blockchain environment has requirements for storage and computing capabilities of nodes: for storage capa-
bility, the hard disk space reserved for running blockchain is different according to the network architecture and storage mode, which 
is not be discussed here; for computing capability, taking Hyperledger Fabric as an example, running peer node requires an additional 
300 MB of memory [37]. 

In BOM, installations that can deploy the blockchain environment mainly include the following three categories: 

1) Gateway (GW): placed inside the building and connected to IoT devices in a certain subsystem to realize data collection, pre-
processing, forwarding and control.  

2) Subsystem server (SS): usually placed inside the building (computer room), equipped with the management software provided by 
device manufacturer to assist O&M personnel to manage subsystem devices. According to the scale of building and devices, 
software of multiple subsystems may be deployed in the same server.  

3) Cloud server (CS): various servers deployed in the cloud to provide data backup, integrated smart O&M or other services. 

Existing schemes usually deploy the above installations as blockchain nodes in the single chain. However, due to the full-copy 
storage characteristics of blockchain, as well as the dynamic growth of transactions (caused by the expansion of devices scale), 
these schemes face the performance issues of concurrency and storage. 

Furthermore, O&M events generated in BOM can be divided into different priorities [38] (e.g., urgent, important, ordinary), for 
example, the priority and real-time requirements of fire alarm event are significantly higher than ordinary device failure. Different 
O&M events with the same priority also have different real-time requirements for response (most events are controlled within 2–10 s). 
The response to an event may involve the consensus of relevant blockchain transaction. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate a 
handling strategy for blockchain transactions according to the priority and real-time of O&M events. 

In summary, design goals of blockchain-based BOM scheme can be summarized as the following three points: 
Goal 1: Trusted storage. Blockchain is used to enhance data confidentiality, integrity and availability for BOM applications. This is 

the most basic goal to be achieved when designing blockchain-based scheme. 
Goal 2: Low storage overhead and high concurrency capability. The scheme can alleviate storage pressure of blockchain nodes 

and improve throughput performance of blockchain system. 
Goal 3: Efficient capability for handling transaction. The scheme needs to provide a transaction handling strategy to achieve 

reasonable and rapid response for multi-level blockchain transactions. 

4. Proposed scheme 

Combined with the previous description of blockchain-based application requirements and the definition of design goals, this paper 
proposes a BOM scheme based on sharding blockchain. The specific details of proposed scheme can be summarized as follows: 

1) Designing BOM framework based on sharding blockchain (SBC-BOMF) to achieve the trusted storage (Goal 1). Sharding tech-
nology is used to disperse the storage pressure of blockchain nodes and improve the throughput of blockchain system (Goal 2). SBC- 
BOMF is formed as: 

SBC-BOMF =
{

Si − MC − Sj
}

PFL− TL− DSL− BSL− AL  

where MC represents master-chain, Si and Sj represent different shards in SBC-BOMF; {Si− MC − Sj} refers to achieve the cross-shard 
transaction through master-chain, thereby forming the two-layer blockchain network in SBC-BOMF (marked as BC); 
BCPFL− TL− DSL− BSL− AL refers to building the two-layer blockchain network and transaction logic based on the five-layer architecture to 
support BOM.  

2) Developing transaction handling strategy for blockchain nodes to support efficient operation of SBC-BOMF, and achieve reasonable 
and rapid response for multi-level blockchain transactions (Goal 3). 

J. Wang et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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4.1. Overview of SBC-BOMF 

The architecture of SBC-BOMF is shown in Fig. 2. Compared with the traditional BOM model, in DSL, SBC-BOMF uses blockchain to 
store data to ensure system security and data reliability; in TL and DSL, interfaces of IoT-Blockchain and Blockchain-Services are added 
for GWs, SSs and CSs to realize data interaction with the blockchain. 

Two-layer Blockchain network of the DSL is constructed based on sharding technology, and IoT data generated from PFL is stored in 
multiple shards to reduce the storage overhead of blockchain nodes. As shown in Fig. 3, considering subsystem is an indivisible 
minimum system that serves BOM applications, this paper simply integrates all subsystems according to the classification of "5A” (BA- 
building automation, CA-communication automation, FA-fire automation, OA-office automation, SA-security automation), and finally 
divides them into 5 shards and 1 master-chain: 

⋅Shard: Nodes in each shard are composed of related GWs, SSs and CSs (for backup). CS instantiates multiple logical nodes and 
adds them into different shards to achieve full-copy backup. Each shard only handles intra-shard transactions related to O&M 
events (Section 4.2.2). 

⋅Master-chain: Inspired by literatures [39,40] and "relay chain" technology [41], a high-performance node (i.e., SS, CS) is 
selected from each shard to join master-chain for atomically handling cross-shard transactions related to O&M (Section 4.2.3). 

Blockchain, as a decentralized and trustless framework, can achieve the trusted storage of BOM data. The two-layer blockchain 
architecture enables blockchain transactions to be handled only by the nodes in relevant shards, without the participation of all nodes 
in the network, thereby effectively improving the overall concurrency of blockchain and reducing nodes’ storage space occupied by 
ledger data. 

Fig. 2. Framework of SBC-BOMF.  
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4.2. Design of sharding blockchain 

The process of shard management usually includes the following stages: shard configuration, intra-shard/cross-shard transaction 
consensus, and shard reorganization. BOM involves the joint cooperation of multiple organizations (building operator, property 
company, third-party service providers, resident enterprise, etc.) and has admission control for the joining of nodes, which can be 
classified as the scenario of consortium chain. In this permissioned environment, the identities of nodes are known and verifiable, and 
have a certain degree of trust, so there is no need to perform reorganization after sharding [34]. Therefore, this section elaborates the 
constructed two-layer blockchain architecture from three aspects: shard configuration, intra-shard transaction consensus and 
cross-shard transaction consensus. 

4.2.1. Shard configuration 
Division method of nodes is performed according to Fig. 3, and will not be repeated here. After dividing the blockchain network, the 

configuration is written into each shard. In TL and DSL, interfaces of IoT-Blockchain and Blockchain-Services are developed based on 
software development kit (SDK). These interfaces are used to call smart contracts to handle intra-shard/cross-shard transactions. 

It should be added that for buildings (or parks) with different types and scales, there are great differences in the composition of 
subsystems, the scale of nodes/devices, and the amount of BOM data. Consequently, this paper only provides a general method of shard 
configuration. For a specific building, shards can be configured in combination with building’s conditions. 

4.2.2. Intra-shard transaction 
The consensus process of intra-shard transactions is relatively simple and can be handled by the nodes in this shard. Take the 

collection and storage of air-conditioner data in BA system as an example to describe:  

1) Gateway GW_01 executes a new round of data collection. Data generated from m air-conditioners are collected and integrated to 
dataList = {data1, data2, …, datam}. data includes: running parameters of air-conditioner, various sensor values (temperature, 
humidity, air volume, vibration, etc.).  

2) GW_01 assembles dataList, timestamp into intra-shard transaction (marked as TX). Then, according to the configuration of shards, 
TX is submitted to shard 1 through IoT-Blockchain interface: shard1.SubmitTransaction("StoreDataOfIoT”, TX).  

3) TX is distributed to the nodes in shard 1, and the nodes call the function StoreDataOfIoT() of smart contract to execute TX and 
endorse the result respectively. GW_01 gathers endorsements and sends them to the leader.  

4) The leader gathers multiple TXs and assembles them into a block, and then leads the nodes (in shard 1) to reach consensus. After the 
consensus, each node put the block into local ledger. 

In BOM scenario, each node has a certain degree of trust, and its honesty can be guaranteed (exclude external malicious attacks). 
Therefore, this paper uses Raft algorithm [42] to conduct the consensus of intra-shard/cross-shard transactions and the election of 
leader. Raft is one of the mainstream consensus algorithms in consortium chains, which can tolerate half of non-Byzantine fault nodes 
and promote stable consensus among blockchain nodes. 

4.2.3. Cross-shard transaction 
In BOM scenario, the response to an O&M event may involve collaboration between multiple subsystems. For example, OA system 

processes client’s request of visitor appointment, while SA system needs to store authorization logs and identification information to 
provide parking and access rights for client. In SBC-BOMF, processing such events will generate cross-shard transactions, which need to 
be jointly handled by relevant shards. 

Taking the visitor appointment as an example, this section introduces the workflow of handling cross-shard transaction. As shown 

Fig. 3. Architecture of two-layer blockchain network.  
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in Fig. 4, assuming that SSOA and SSSA have joined master-chain, the workflow includes: 
Step 1–2: The client intends to enter the building to negotiate business with an enterprise, and then he uses App to input his identity 

information and submit the request (marked as req) which will be approved by the enterprise administrator. 
Step 3–5: After the approval, SSOA (that serves OA system) converts req into an intra-shard transaction (marked as TXOA), and 

submits TXOA to shard 2 through Blockchain-Services interface: shard2.SubmitTransaction("StoreAppointment_CTX”, TXOA). Nodes in 
shard 2 make consensus for TXOA and store it. 

Step 6–7: SSOA creates cross-shard transaction CTXOA-SA = {TXOA, TXpark, TXaccess}. TXpark and TXaccess only contain the filed "TxID”, 
which is used to identify and retrieve itself. CTXOA-SA is submitted to master-chain through SDK-based interface for intra-shard 
consensus (i.e., the execution status of TXOA is set to "success”, while TXpark and TXaccess are set to "wait"). 

Step 8–10: Master-chain throws event "cross_shard_relay_event” (included CTXOA-SA) which is listened by SSSA (that serves SA 
system). SSSA obtains client’s information from CTXOA-SA and import it into the subsystems of access control and smart parking. 

Step 11–12: SSSA fills authorization logs into TXpark and TXaccess, submits them to shard 3 for intra-shard consensus and storage. 
Step 13–14: SSSA constructs TXctx-update, invokes master-chain SDK to update the status of TXpark and TXaccess to "success". 
Step 15–17: Master-chain throws event "cross_shard_success_event” (means successful execution) which is listened by SSOA. CTXOA- 

SA is successfully executed. SSOA sends the result of authorization back to the client’s App. At this point, the process of cross-shard 
transaction ends. The client can use parking space and get access right for entering building within the appointed time. 

In addition, to effectively manage the load of cross-shard transactions, the following settings are made:  

1) A counter and a timer are set inside each blockchain node. In any step, if the operation fails for 3 times consecutively or does not 
response for more than 30 s, the node will create a rollback transaction CTXrb to undo previous operations. The above setting is used 
to ensure the atomicity of cross-shard transactions, and prevent cross-shard transactions from excessive occupation of processors 
and resources.  

2) A priority-based handling strategy (Section 4.3) is designed. When shards are busy, it can reasonably utilize the resources of nodes 
and prioritize the processing of more important transactions. 

4.3. Transaction handling strategy 

The O&M events generated by BOM system have different priorities and real-time requirements. Reasonable and rapid responses 
(Goal 3) need to be achieved for relevant blockchain transactions. Oktian et al. [43] constructed a multi-priority request pool for 

Fig. 4. Handling the cross-shard transaction.  
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blockchain nodes to achieve fast response to high-priority requests. However, the logic of their algorithm is relatively simple, and the 
real-time of events is not taken into account when handling blockchain transactions. 

To this end, as shown in Fig. 5, this paper divides the transaction pending pool of blockchain nodes into sub-transaction pools with 
three priorities: high, medium, low (denotes as: h, m, l). Then, the blockchain transaction (intra-shard & cross-shard) is packaged into a 
new structure P-TX. 

Premise assumptions: a) priority-based transaction pending pool has been constructed for each node; b) values "priority” and 
"timeOut” of various O&M events have been stored as the configuration of shard. 

Taking the intra-shard transaction as an example, the workflow includes:  

1) GW (or SS, CS) invokes SDK to constructs intra-shard transaction TX, and then submits TX to shard X for endorsing.  
2) Endorsed TX is received and packaged into P-TX by the leader. The leader stores P-TX into local sub-transaction pool according to 

its priority.  
3) According to Algorithm 1, the leader reorders transactions stored in local pending pool based on "priority” and "timeOut”, takes 

out a certain number of transactions and assembles them into a block for intra-shard consensus.  
4) After the consensus, nodes of shard X save the block containing TX into their ledgers to achieve the consistency of ledger data. 

The following is a brief description of the pseudocode provided by Algorithm 1. Assumptions are:  

a) gt is a timestamp when O&M event generated, rt is the maximum response time. gt and rt correspond to fields "timestamp” and 
"timeOut” in P-TX respectively.  

b) nh, nm, nl represent the total number of 3 priority-type transactions in the pool, which can be uniformly expressed as ni (i ∈ h, m, l).  
c) maxtx is the maximum number of transactions in a block; 3 priority-type transactions account for vh, vm, vl (uniformly expressed as 

vi, and vh + vm + vl = 1) respectively.  
d) Th, Tm, Tl respectively represent the number of 3 priority-type transactions pre-submitted to the block, which can be uniformly 

expressed as Ti (equals to the product of maxtx and vi).   

Algorithm 1: Transaction handling strategy 

Input: maxtx is the maximum number of transactions in a block 
vh, vm, vl represent the ratio of transactions with three priorities (vh + vm + vl = 1) 
Output: 
R is a list of transactions that will be assembled into a block for consensus 
Pseudo code: 
1) get transactions lists Qh, Qm, Ql from local pending pool (sub-transaction pools) 
2) get the number of transactions nh, nm, nl in Qh, Qm, Ql 
3) //quantity of transactions in the pending pool exceeds maxtx 
4) if nh + nm + nl > maxtx then 
5) calculate the number of pre-submitted transactions in Qh, Qm and Ql: 
Th = maxtx * vh, Tm = maxtx * vm, Tl = maxtx * vl 
6) obtain the current timestamp ts 
7) //calculate remaining response time repT of each transaction and sort Qh, Qm and Ql in ascending order based on repT. The formula is: repT = rt - (ts - gt) 
8) Qh, Qm, Ql ¼ Order(ts, Qh, Qm, Ql) 
9) //compare ni and Ti, if ni < Ti, assign |Ti - ni| to higher priority 

(continued on next page) 

Fig. 5. Transaction pending pool based on priorities.  
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(continued ) 

Algorithm 1: Transaction handling strategy 

10) //calculate number of actual submitted transactions Th’, Tm’, Tl’ 
11) Th’, Tm’, Tl’ = CalRealTxs(Th, Tm, Tl, nh, nm, nl) 
12) R ← Qh[1 … Th’], R ← Qm[1 … Tm’], R ← Ql[1 … Tl’] 
13) else 
14) R ← Qh, R ← Qm, R ← Ql 
15) end if 
16) Remove the corresponding transactions stored in sub-transaction pools 
17) output R  

First, the leader calculates whether the total number of transactions in local pending pool is greater than maxtx:  

1) If not, the leader reads all transactions stored in the pool and output the list R. At this point, the process ends. (Leader can parse TXs 
from R and assemble them into a block for consensus.) 

2) Else, the leader calculates the number of pre-submission transactions for each sub-transaction pool (recorded as Th, Tm, Tl) ac-
cording to the parameters maxtx and ratio vh, vm, vl. The leader judges whether the number of transactions in each sub-transaction 
pool (recorded as ni) is greater than (or equal to) Ti:  

⋅ If ni are all greater than (or equal to) Ti, then Th, Tm, Tl represent the number of submission transactions for each priority (recorded 
as Th’, Tm’ and Tl’ respectively).  

⋅ Else, the leader assigns the difference quantity |Ti - ni| to higher priority, obtains the number of actual submission Th’, Tm’, Tl’. The 
specific logic for calculating the actual submission of 3 priority-type transactions is shown in Algorithm 2. 

After obtaining the actual number of submission, the leader respectively obtains the first Th’, Tm’, Tl’ transactions from three sub- 
transaction pools to form the list R. R is output and used to construct the block.  

Algorithm 2: Function CalRealTxs() 

Input: 
Th, Tm, Tl respectively represent the number of 3 priority-type transactions pre-submitted to the block. nh, nm, nl respectively represent the total number of 3 
priority-type transactions in the pool. 
Output: 
Th’, Tm’, Tl’ respectively represent the number of 3 priority-type transactions actually submitted to the block. 
Pseudo code: 
1) //judge the value of ni and Ti, so as to adjust Ti’ (i ∈ h, m, l) 
2) if nh ≧ Th and nm ≧ Tm and nl ≧ Tl then 
3) //Ti’ equals to the number of pre-submitted transactions Ti 
4) Th’ = Th, Tm’ = Tm, Tl’ = Tl 
5) else if nh ≧ Th and nm ≧ Tm and nl < Tl then 
6) Tl’ = nl 
7) if Th + (Tl - nl) ≧ nh then 
8) //set Th’ equals to nh, while Tm’ equals to the minimum between nm and the sum of differences 
9) Th’ = nh, Tm’ = min{Tm + (Tl - nl) - (nh - Th), nm} 
10) else 
11) //assign the difference quantity of |Tl - nl| to Th’ 
12) Th’ = Th + (Tl - nl), Tm’ = Tm 
13) end if 
14) else if nh ≧ Th and nm < Tm and nl ≧ Tl then 
15) Tm’ = nm 
16) if Th + (Tm - nm) ≧ nh then 
17) Th’ = nh, Tl’ = min{Tl + (Tm - nm) - (nh - Th), nl} 
18) else 
19) Th’ = Th + (Tm - nm), Tl’ = Tl 
20) end if 
21) else if nh ≧ Th and nm < Tm and nl < Tl then 
22) //set Th’ equals to the minimum between nh and the sum of differences, while Tm’ and Tl’ equal to nm and nl respectively 
23) Th’ = min{Th + (Tm - nm) + (Tl - nl), nh}, Tm’ = nm, Tl’ = nl 
24) else if nh < Th and nm ≧ Tm and nl ≧ Tl then 
25) Th’ = nh 
26) if Tm + (Th - nh) ≧ nm then 
27) Tm’ = nm, Tl’ = min{Tl + (Th - nh) - (nm - Tm), nl} 
28) else 
29) Tm’ = Tm + (Th - nh), Tl’ = Tl 
30) end if 
31) else if nh < Th and nm ≧ Tm and nl < Tl then 
32) Th’ = nh, Tm’ = min{Tm + (Th - nh) + (Tl - nl), nm}, Tl’ = nl 
33) else if nh < Th and nm < Tm and nl ≧ Tl then 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued ) 

Algorithm 2: Function CalRealTxs() 

34) Th’ = nh, Tm’ = nm, Tl’ = min{Tl + (Th - nh) + (Tm - nm), nl} 
35) else 
36) Th’ = nh, Tm’ = nm, Tl’ = nl 
37) end if 
38) output Th’, Tm’, Tl’  

It should be added that the following situations may be encountered during the process of transactions: a) The same block contains 
2 or more conflict transactions (i.e., conflicting read and write operations on data with the same primary key); b) A large number of 
transactions accumulate in leader’s pending pool, which increases the time-cost of reordering. 

In response to the above problems, the following settings are made in this paper: 

⋅The fields "primaryKey" and "timestamp" are used to ensure the order of transactions with the same primary key. For conflict 
transactions in the same block, the transaction with an earlier timestamp is regarded as a valid transaction, and the others are 
regarded as invalid. 

⋅Threshold F = c * maxtx is set (c is set to 10 here) to control the sorting time within a certain range. Each sub-transaction pool 
only reorders the first F transactions. 

5. Experiments and analysis 

This section will evaluate proposed scheme in terms of effectiveness analysis, performance analysis, and security analysis. Firstly, in 
Section 5.1, an actual BOM project is used as the example to illustrate the effectiveness of proposed scheme. Secondly, in Section 5.2, 
performance experiments are conducted, and testing results are analyzed. Finally, security of proposed scheme is discussed in Section 
5.3. 

5.1. Use case 

To verify the effectiveness of proposed blockchain-based scheme in BOM scenario, a prototype system was built and tested on real- 
world BOM project. The project is an actual building in Qingdao, China. According to the division of the Chinese National Standard 
[44], this building belongs to the "supertall” office building. It covers an area of about 63,000 m2, with a height of 128.5 m and 30 
floors, and can be rented by innovative companies and start-ups. The building is equipped with 1030 intelligent devices (e.g., smart 
meter, fresh air unit, access control controller, lighting circuit, alarm host). The project covers the "5A′′ system, and the gateways 
collect device data once a minute. Management of facilities and personnel can be realized through BIM visualization platform (see 
Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. BIM visualization platform.  
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5.1.1. Technical implementation 
Restricted by economic conditions, Raspberry Pi 4B (4-core processor, 2 GB memory) are used to simulate gateways, and multiple 

virtual machines (4-core processor, 4 GB memory) are built in 2 computers to simulate the subsystem servers and cloud servers. Among 
them, the function and performance of Raspberry Pi 4B are similar to those of gateways in building, which can simulate the gateway 
well [45]. 

Since OA system does not contain the gateway, this paper sets the simulation environment as: 5 virtual machines (VMSS_BA, 
VMSS_CA, VMSS_FA, VMSS_OA, VMSS_SA) and 4 Raspberry Pi (GWBA, GWCA, GWFA, GWSA) are used to simulate SSs and GWs in "5A′′

respectively; 2 virtual machines (VMCS_1, VMCS_2) and 1 virtual machine (VMCS_OP) are used to simulate CSs to provide data backup and 
integrated O&M services. 

Considering that BOM can be classified into the scenario of consortium chain, this paper adopts Hyperledger Fabric as the 
blockchain platform. Fabric provides open source code for secondary development, supports multiple languages for smart contract and 
SDK (e.g., Golang, Java, Python). 

Referring to Fig. 3, blockchain network consists of 1 master-chain and 5 shards. The network is initialized based on multi-channel 
technology of Fabric. Table 1 shows the mapping relationships of Fabric nodes. The two organizations are denoted as org1 and org2, 
representing the building operator and project developer respectively (not provide blockchain identity for enterprises and residents, 
they only obtain blockchain services through SDK). Table 2 shows the configuration of each channel (i.e., shard), select VMCS_* that 
simulate the high-performance CSs to form the master-chain ("*" means the wildcard). 

Subsequently, smart contracts are written based on Golang language (see Fig. 7) and installed to each channel in the form of 
chaincode. IoT-Blockchain and Blockchain-Services interfaces are developed using SDK to complete the preliminary construction of 
the prototype system. 

5.1.2. Scenario: visitor appointment 
Similarly, this section takes the scenario of visitor appointment as an example to describe the simple workflow of the prototype 

system. Meanwhile, since Fig. 4 has already provided the detailed steps of cross-shard scenario, this section will focus on describing the 
business data in the scenario.  

1) Stage 1: Channel "oa” processes request and generates cross-shard transaction 

As shown in Fig. 8, client "Li Hua” intends to enter building to negotiate business with a group, and then he uses App to make an 
appointment. Request of appointment is approved by this group and recorded in "oa” with the form of transaction (TXOA). Visualization 
page (Fig. 9) provided by Fabric can be used to view the world state database of nodes and search the details of TXOA. The "world state” 
is a specific term in Hyperledger Fabric, which represents the latest values for all keys included in the chain transaction log. 

Subsequently, "oa” generates cross-shard transaction which is routed to the nodes of channel "sa” via master-chain (i.e., channel 
"master").  

2) Stage 2: Handling cross-shard transaction 

As shown in Fig. 10, "sa” handles cross-shard transaction, and imports client’s identities into access control subsystem. TXaccess is 
stored in the channel, and the relevant information can be seen in Fig. 11(this project is not linked with smart parking subsystem, so the 
prototype system omits the corresponding operation). 

TXaccess is handled by the nodes in "sa”, the status of this transaction in channel "master” is updated to "success”. Event is listened by 
"oa”, and the authorization information is fed back to "Li Hua”. After that, within the appointed time, "Li Hua” can enter the building by 
QR code or face recognition, and negotiate business with this group. 

The prototype system provided a visualization page (Fig. 12) based on the ledger data of channel "master”, showing the transaction 
ID and execution status of cross-shard transactions. Manager can retrieve the detailed information based on transaction ID to realize 
the traceability of blockchain transaction. Participants in this BOM project spoke highly of this prototype system, believing that the 
application of blockchain technology can significantly improve system stability and data security. 

5.2. Performance test 

This section conducts performance tests on concurrency, storage overhead, and the designed transaction handling strategy. BOM 
project (provided in Section 5.1) is used to evaluate the usability of prototype system in the actual BOM scenario. Some performance 

Table 1 
Mapping relationship of Fabric nodes.  

Installation Organization Mapped node 

GW* org1 1 peer node 
VMSS_* 1 orderer node 
VMCS_1 /VMCS_2 org2 1 orderer node 
VMCS_OP 1 peer node  
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indicators of this project are as follows (only on weekdays): BOM system handles about 30 transactions per second (recorded as 30tps), 
with a peak value of about 100tps; about 582 MB of data is added to the database every day (including IoT data and application data). 

5.2.1. Test of concurrency 
Events generated in BOM involve query and writing operations of the blockchain ledger. If the throughput of the blockchain is too 

low, it will cause network congestion and affect the use of system. 
Firstly, throughput of the blockchain-based prototype system is tested. Literature [32] is a typical scheme for integrating block-

chain into BOM application, which is used for comparison with proposed scheme in this paper. In addition to the setting of shards, 
prototype systems built based on proposed scheme and scheme [32] use the same environment. Environments are set as follows: a) use 
the default configuration of block in Fabric (maximum generation time is 2 s, maxtx is 10, and consensus algorithm is Raft), and 
construct the transaction pending pool in orderer; b) since the throughput of different writing operations is similar, the storage 
transaction of application data (about 0.4 KB) is used for the test; c) shard configuration of proposed scheme is set according to Table 2, 
while the prototype built based on scheme [32] uses single-chain architecture (i.e., all nodes deployed in one channel). 

Continuously adjust the sending rate of blockchain transactions, send transactions to channels (exclude channel "master”), test the 
maximum throughput and compare with the non-shard scheme [32] (single channel). As shown in Fig. 13, maximum throughput of the 
prototype system based on proposed scheme is 283.2tps, which is significantly improved compared to the non-shard scheme [32] 
(78.3tps). After the peak is reached, the throughput decreases due to the large data volume and the high usage of memory. 

The prototype system in this paper is built based on the BOM project described in Section 5.1, and its throughput can meet the 
requirements of project. However, for the medium or large scale of parks, the scale of system and blockchain nodes will be larger, and 
the concurrency requirements will also be higher. More shards may need to be built to meet the concurrency requirements of system. 
Therefore, in practical application, it is necessary to design reasonable sharding architecture according to the scale of project and 
requirements of performance. 

5.2.2. Test of proposed strategy 
This section tests the designed transaction processing strategy. Further, the superiority of strategy in this paper is verified by 

Table 2 
Configuration of Fabric channels.  

Channel ID Nodes Involved Consensus 

ba 2 peer, 3 orderer GWBA, VMSS_BA, VMCS_* Raft 
ca 2 peer, 3 orderer GWCA, VMSS_CA, VMCS_* 

fa 2 peer, 3 orderer GWFA, VMSS_FA, VMCS_* 

oa 1 peer, 3 orderer VMSS_OA, VMCS_* 

sa 2 peer, 3 orderer GWSA, VMSS_SA, VMCS_* 

master 1 peer, 2 orderer VMCS_*  

Fig. 7. Screenshot of the partial code of smart contracts.  
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comparing the time-out rate with Oktian scheme [43] and non-priority scheme. 
Firstly, nh: nm: nl is used to represent the ratio of the total number of 3 priority-types transactions needed to be handled, while vh: vm: 

vl represents the ratio of 3 priority-types transactions pre-submitted to one block. Then, the following three settings are used to test the 
effectiveness of proposed strategy under different dispersion of transactions:  

(a) Test 1 — vh: vm: vl = 5:3:2, nh: nm: nl = 1:1:1  
(b) Test 2 — vh: vm: vl = 4:4:2, nh: nm: nl = 1:1:1  
(c) Test 3 — vh: vm: vl = 5:3:2, nh: nm: nl = 1:3:6 

To make the results more intuitive, test is conducted in single-channel environment. The configuration of block generation remains 
unchanged; For one block, the number of transactions with three priorities is set to 5, 3, 2 respectively; use Autocannon [46], a HTTP 
benchmarking tool, to simulate the generation of O&M events and send them to VMCS_OP (processes events and generates blockchain 
transactions). 

The above three tests use the same configuration of Autocannon: a) to simulate the concurrency peak in this project, sending rate of 
O&M events is set to 100tps, and the duration is set to 30 s; b) to ensure the validity and comparability of results, three schemes 
uniformly use the pre-generated 3000 O&M events (shuffle these events, i.e., randomize the order of sending); c) take the sending time 
as the field "timestamp” of P-TX, the time of feedback to Autocannon as the completion time; d) combined with the real-time sug-
gestions and requirements for each O&M event in standard "Code for acceptance of quality of intelligent building systems” [47] and its 
reference standards, the time-out of each event is set to 2–10 s. 

According to the above settings, test the designed strategy when generation rate of events (100tps) is greater than throughput 
(78.3tps). First, the number of transactions of each priority recorded in each block is counted. Since the strategy in this paper and 
Oktian scheme contain the same number of transactions with different priorities in each block, they are uniformly described in Fig. 14. 
The statistical result of non-priority scheme is described in Fig. 15. For the non-priority scheme (Fig. 15), it is difficult to achieve fast 
response to high-priority transactions, since transactions are packaged into blocks according to the order in which they are stored in 
the pending pool. If the priority-based strategy is adopted (Fig. 14), the node handles the transaction with higher priority preferentially 
when multi-priority transactions exist in the pending pool. This behavior can be seen in the first 250 generated blocks. 

Furthermore, the test data in Fig. 14 shows that the difference of dispersion will only impact the speed of handling different 
priority-type transactions (can be seen by comparing the number of 3 priority-type transactions in each block), but not change the 

Fig. 8. Stage 1: Processing client’s request and generating cross-shard transaction.  
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trend of "handling higher priority transactions preferentially”. Therefore, the dispersion of transactions will not impact the effec-
tiveness of proposed priority-based strategy. 

Then, according to the generation time and completion time of each O&M event, the timeout rate under the three strategies is 

Fig. 9. Screenshot of world state database (in channel "oa").  

Fig. 10. Stage 2: Handling cross-shard transaction.  
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calculated, and the results are shown in Table 3. The strategy in this paper takes both priority and real-time into consideration, and 
handles most urgent transactions with higher priority. Therefore, the timeout rate of events with different priorities is lower than that 
of Oktian strategy. No-priority scheme is equivalent to the FIFO mode of single-queue, so the timeout rate of high-priority events is 
significantly higher than the strategy in proposed scheme and Oktian scheme. 

Moreover, in Test 1 and Test 2, the timeout rate of low-priority events in Oktian scheme is slightly higher than that in no-priority 
scheme. Since Oktian scheme only sorts events based on the priority, the handling of low-priority events will be delayed, and the 
urgent events with low-priority cannot be responded rapidly, resulting in an increase in the timeout rate. From Fig. 14, it can be known 
that only a few low-priority events are included in the first 250 generated blocks, which can prove the result in the first two tests. 

By comparing the timeout rate of proposed strategy under the three settings, it can be known that the difference of dispersion will 
impact the efficiency for handling transactions. Take high-priority transactions as an example, the higher the value of vh or the lower 
the value of nh, the lower the timeout rate. Therefore, in BOM application, the values of vh, vm, vl should be reasonably set according to 

Fig. 11. Screenshot of world state database (in channel "sa").  

Fig. 12. Log of the cross-shard transaction.  
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the actual generation rate of different priority-type transactions. 
Through the proportion statistics of each priority-type transactions in blocks (Figs. 14 and 15) and the comparison of timeout rate 

(Table 3), effectiveness and efficiency of the strategy in this paper can be verified. That is, achieving reasonable and rapid response for 
multi-level blockchain transactions (Goal 3). 

5.2.3. Test of storage overhead 
On the basis of the built prototype system, the data volume of the project in one day is simulated and stored in blockchain, and the 

ledger size of each channel is counted (Table 4). Since the channel "master” only stores the status related to cross-shard transactions, its 
ledger is the smallest (accounting for only 26.1 MB), while the channel "ba” has the largest ledger (accounting for 260.2 MB). 
Compared with the global ledger (870.9 MB, which can be obtained by accumulating the ledger size of each channel), it can be seen 
that the application of sharding technology can effectively reduce the hard disk space occupied by blockchain nodes to store ledger 
data. 

In addition, different buildings have different O&M considerations (e.g., the scale of devices and usage frequency in each subsystem 
are different), which leads to a large difference in the data volume generated by each subsystem (Table 4). To fully utilize the storage 
space of each blockchain node, it is necessary to design the sharding and storage mode that conforms to the characteristics of current 
building in combination with the actual environment. 

5.3. Analysis of security 

According to the triad of information security [48], this section discusses the security of proposed scheme from the perspective of 
confidentiality, integrity and availability.  

(1) Confidentiality 

Since BOM belongs to the scenario of consortium chain, nodes need to be certified by certificate authority (CA) before joining the 
blockchain network. Nodes implement encrypted communication with each other based on the certificate provided by CA, thereby 
guaranteeing the confidentiality in the phase of data transmission. 

In addition, users at AL layer do not directly join the blockchain network for participating the consensus of transaction. The 
application requests initiated by users are uniformly processed by cloud server that provides integrated smart O&M services. Only after 
user’s identity is judged to be legitimate, the request will be converted into the corresponding blockchain transaction, thus preventing 
illegal users from obtaining or writing ledger data.  

(2) Integrity 

In this paper, blockchain technology is integrated into BOM to ensure the integrity of data by using hash function and digital 
signature. Data storage transactions need to be endorsed and signed by nodes. The leader node assembles multiple signed transactions 
into a block, constructs block hash in block header based on hash function. The block will be distributed among nodes for consensus 
and storage. 

During the verification of data integrity, since intra-shard/cross-shard transactions are attached with transaction ID (Fig. 12), a 
specific block can be located, the correctness and integrity of block data can be verified through block header, signatures, etc. 

Fig. 13. Comparison of throughput.  
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(3) Availability 

In SBC-BOMF, IoT data and application data generated in BOM are stored in the distributed ledger, which can provide partition 
tolerance for the BOM system. If one node fails, system can still obtain O&M data from other nodes, which improves the robustness of 
system. 

6. Conclusion 

The emergence of blockchain provides a new technical mean for achieving the trusted data storage in BOM. However, due to the 
inherent performance bottleneck of single-chain architecture, existing blockchain-based schemes have encountered the problems of 
high storage overhead and low concurrency. Furthermore, these schemes ignore the impact of the priority and real-time of O&M event 
on blockchain transaction, and lack the mechanism or strategy for efficiently handling the transactions. 

In response to these problems, this paper proposes a BOM framework based on sharding blockchain (named SBC-BOMF), which 
realizes data offloading and parallel transaction processing by sharding technology, thereby solving the problems of storage limitation 
and scalability in the existing schemes. Secondly, a handling strategy for blockchain transactions is designed, which can achieve 
reasonable and rapid response to transactions based on priority and real-time of O&M events. Finally, the effectiveness of proposed 

Fig. 14. Number of 3 priority-type transactions in each block with different dispersions (based on strategy with priority).  
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scheme is verified through prototype construction and performance tests. 
This study is not free from limitations: 1) Sharding will downgrade the security: nodes are honest and credible in BOM, but for 

external security attacks, an effective detection and prevention mechanism should be designed. 2) Efficient storage mechanism needs 
to be designed to reasonably allocate the storage locations based on storage capacity of each node. 

Therefore, future works will focus on: 

Fig. 15. Number of 3 priority-type transactions in each block with different dispersions (without strategy).  

Table 3 
Comparison of the timeout rate with different priorities.  

Test No. Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

Priority-type h m l h m l h m l 
This paper 4.2% 7.8% 11.6% 4.7% 7.1% 11.8% 2.0% 7.3% 10.7% 
Oktian [43] 7.3% 11.7% 15.4% 8.2% 11.3% 14.9% 4.3% 11.0% 13.5% 
Without priority 13.1% 12.8% 13.6% 12.5% 13.7% 13.4% 12.3% 12.7% 14.2%  
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1) Designing a blockchain security management mechanism based on intrusion detection systems (IDS) to prevent external security 
attacks against blockchain nodes.  

2) Combining erasure code with sharding blockchain, and designing an efficient storage allocation strategy to further reduce the 
storage requirements of each node in the shard. 
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